Increasing numbers of hospitals are implementing bar-coding systems to prevent errors in patient identification. In the present case, a diabetic patient admitted to a teaching hospital was mistakenly given the bar-coded identification wristband of another patient who was admitted at the same time. When a laboratory result that documented the diabetic patient’s severe hyperglycemia was entered into the other patient’s electronic medical record, the latter patient seemed to have a very high glucose level and was almost given what could have been a fatal dose of insulin. This near miss shows that computer systems, although having the potential to improve safety, may create new kinds of errors if not accompanied by well-designed, well-implemented cross-check processes and a culture of safety. Moreover, computer systems may have the pernicious effect of weakening human vigilance, removing an important safety protection. Researchers should continue to study real-world implementation of computerized systems to understand their benefits and potential harms, and administrators and providers should seek ways to anticipate these harms and mitigate them.
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Transfer of information from a printed document or label to a computer with read error rates of less than 1 in 10 million characters (1). Error rates in keying and typing, in contrast are 3 to 10 per 1000 characters (2, 3). However, bar-code technology is no panacea. It guarantees only that the information recorded on the wristband is transmitted to the computer faithfully. It does nothing to ensure that the information on the wristband—which carries errors of approximately 1 per 1000 admissions—is correct in the first place. Two kinds of errors can lead to wrong wristband information: errors at registration time, such as selecting the wrong patient from a menu of many patients with the same name, or placing a wristband on the wrong patient. Such errors in the wristband content propagate “faithfully” as patient identification errors to any downstream computer system.

Bar-coded wristbands are most beneficial when institutions also assign bar codes to products, such as medications and blood products, independently from the wristband bar code. In that case, scanning the patient’s wristband and the product label at the bedside ensures that the right product is going to the right patient. In fact, the bar-code system, as deployed, would have ultimately uncovered the fact that Mr. D. was wearing Mr. P.’s wristband during the process of checking that wristband against Mr. D.’s delivered medications. The error occurred because the identification for the bedside glucose test result was taken by the testing machine directly from the incorrect wristband. Thus, such bedside testing is at special risk for wristband errors.

Hospital personnel may think, “We use bar-coded wristbands, so what could go wrong?” The strength of single-line defenses is always illusory. Recall the Maginot line, France’s single defense line, past which Nazi tanks and planes streamed to Dunkirk in 1940. Redundancy is the best defense. Accordingly, the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) (4) requires that 2 identifiers be verified before any blood is drawn or any medication or blood product is dispensed. Asking the patient his or her name counts as 1 identifier. Of course, it always makes sense to ask the sentient patient who he or she is. Asking “What is your name?” rather than, “Are you Mrs. Smith?” yields the most accurate information (5).

Verifying 2 separate wristband identifiers, such as the patient’s name and chart number, also satisfies JCAHO’s 2 identifier rules. However, reading a wristband challenges visual acuity. The font on 1 vendor’s bar-code label is 1/16 of an inch high, a fraction of the font size that meeting nurses must read. The font on another vendor’s label is even smaller. The font on 1 vendor’s label is 1/16 of an inch high, a fraction of the font size that meeting nurses must read. The font on another vendor’s label is even smaller.

Finally, it is possible that bar codes are not the best technological solution to the problem of incorrectly identifying patients. Bar-code wands can only read what they can “see.” Therefore, the nurse must move bed covers, turn the patients’ wrists, and rearrange medication packages to read the attached bar-code labels. Nurses object to the extra time and effort this requires. They do not like disturbing the patient’s sleep at night when they move the patient’s arm to scan the wristband and log the hanging of each intravenous bottle (6).

A novel intervention, radio frequency identification (RFID) chips (7), might eliminate the extra time and minimize patient disturbance. These inexpensive radio transmitter chips can be thought of as “talking” labels. They convey the identifying information they carry when close (inches to a few feet) to special interrogating wands. Such identifying chips are used in many industries to track the movement of products from warehouse delivery through cash register checkout. Indeed, Wal-Mart will soon require these chips on all products delivered to its warehouses. The identification badges that open doors when waved in front of a reader also contain these radio frequency identification chips, as do the small theft prevention chips that sales clerks remove from clothing purchases. In theory, 1 wave of a probe could verify that the identifier in the chip attached to the patient’s wrist is the same as those attached to the products (for example, medication) without touching the patient or without requiring any special effort by the nurse. Radio frequency identification wristbands and “printers” that will generate, encode, and label them for a particular patient are already on the market, and this technology could replace bar-coded labels in medical applications over time. Some hospitals are already experimenting with them for blood products. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration, however, has some concerns about inter-
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On routine laboratory review that night, Mr. P.’s resident, Dr. R., noticed that a blood glucose level obtained via fingerstick at the bedside at 9:00 p.m., was recorded at greater than 33.3 mmol/L (700 mg/dL). This laboratory value was puzzling because Mr. P. had neither a history of diabetes nor symptoms of hyperglycemia and because Dr. R. had not ordered any fingerstick checks. Mr. P.’s intern began to write an order for a sliding-scale insulin regimen, but Dr. R. asked that she first talk with the nurse taking care of Mr. P. to find out why the team had not been notified of this blood glucose level and why it had been checked in the first place.

The nurse, taken aback, stated that she had not checked Mr. P.’s blood glucose level. She agreed to perform a fingerstick check at that time. The value, 5.89 mmol/L (106 mg/dL), further cemented Dr. R.’s suspicion of a mix-up. Dr. R., the patient’s resident, stated:

What really bothered me about the situation is that it just opened up so many avenues for mistakes, and the mistakes could be really serious medically. For instance, if we had taken that blood sugar at face value, we would have ordered a sliding-scale insulin regimen that would have given this patient over 10 units of insulin, which in a patient of normal blood sugar could have killed him because the blood sugar would drop so low that he could have gone into a coma.

Ms. F., the charge nurse in the transitional care unit where Mr. P. was admitted, overheard the resident and intern discussing Mr. P.’s high glucose level. Like the physicians, she was concerned about a possible error and started to investigate. She checked Mr. P. and noted that he was wearing the correct wristband. He stated that no one had performed a fingerstick glucose test on him that afternoon. Ms. F. then walked over to the general surgical floor (located next to the transitional care unit) and asked whether they recently had admitted any patients who might have a high glucose level. They identified Mr. D. Ms. F. then went into Mr. D.’s room and checked the identification bracelet. She discovered that Mr. D. was wearing 2 wristbands, the correct one from urgent care, and the incorrect one, which was Mr. P.’s inpatient bracelet.

System-Based Redundancy

This mix-up could have produced dangerous errors of omission and commission. The fact that Mr. D.’s very high glucose level was not entered into his chart could have delayed needed treatment for his diabetes—an error of omission. Because the result did appear in Mr. P.’s chart, he could have been given a bolus of insulin although he was euglycemic—a dangerous error of commission. Neither of these errors occurred because of the many redundant checking and review processes in the system. Indeed, having the right kinds of redundancies is the secret to minimizing errors. Mathematically, we know that if errors occur at a rate of 0.4% at a particular step in a process, we can reduce that error rate to 0.016%—the square of the original error rate—simply by performing that step twice, as long as the repeated step is done independently of the first step. This principle justifies duplicate data entry, such as the “punch and verify” of the card-punch era (3), and the “mod 10” check digit (13), the extra digit in some patient identification numbers that is separated from the other digits by a hyphen. The computer re-computes the check digit according to a standard formula (14) each time a user enters an identification number. It “knows” there has been an entry error when the entered check digit disagrees with the computed digit and requires the user to try again until there is agreement. Check digits uncover the most common typing errors (single, substitutions, and transpositions), and they reduce entry errors by 10-fold or more; therefore, they should be part of every hospital identifier (patient and provider) that must be typed into a computer.

An entire field has developed for detecting and correcting errors through clever application of redundancy, and with enough redundancy, errors may be reduced to any chosen level (15, 16). Computer systems use from 12% to 50% of memory for redundant storage to correct the most common kinds of memory errors. Because modern computer memory is reliable and inexpensive, that tradeoff is easy to justify. In other areas, such as medicine (and the use of double or triple manual checks) or life (air bags, seat
requires the Social Security numbers of the patient at a rate of 2% to 3% (17). The registration process requires the Social Security numbers of the patient and the guarantor, and registration clerks occasionally mis-enter the guaranteeing spouse’s Social Security number in the field intended for the patient’s Social Security number. Such mix-ups can lead to clinical misidentification when the Social Security number (or part of it) is used to locate the patient’s record in the future.

A more important identification error is entering a correct order in the wrong patient’s record (paper or computer). This can happen during keyboard entry of patient identification numbers when the operator hits a wrong key (and the identifier does not include a check digit) and during selection of a patient’s name from a menu when the cursor slips to the row above or below the intended patient during the mouse click. Mis-entry becomes a special hazard when patients with similar names reside in the same ward or room (18). Such errors in order entry will not be detected by checking the wristband because the identification on the order and the patient will be the same but equally “wrong.”

Blood banks use many redundant checks to avoid errors in transfusion. For example, laboratory technologists routinely compare the blood type in the sample with all blood types established by laboratory testing at past visits as far back as records exist. Indeed, the blood bank is often the first place where identification errors are first detected. The institution subsequently tightened its processes, emphasizing the importance of using 2 identifiers even when the patient physician to hospitalist and from admitting resident to the covering resident (driven by residency duty-hours limits), fragments care and could diminish the chance that the physician will really know the patient. This, in turn, compromises the associated protection.

In the current case, Mr. P.’s resident raised the red flag about a possible error and an alert charge nurse with the same instincts followed up on a parallel path. In my institution, physicians complained vigorously about losing the “in lab” signal confirming that their laboratory test orders were actually being processed during a 2-month transition from 1 laboratory system to another. Mr. D.’s physician would have probably noticed and complained about the fact that the glucose result (a fingerstick glucose test) he or she had ordered was not in the chart; however, the nurse who read the results off the glucometer and knew correctly that they were Mr. D.’s probably called them in directly to this physician—yet another link in the chain of events that often characterizes errors in complex organizations.

**The Institution’s Response**

The charge nurse filed an incident report that generated a focused review. The review found that the admitting clerk should have, but failed to, personally confirm that the patient identification wristband had been changed after noticing his mistake; that the registered nurse who checked the fingerstick test should have used 2 identifiers (such as asking the patient his name and checking the wristband) before doing the fingerstick test; and that wristband mix-ups were not unprecedented. The institution subsequently tightened its processes, emphasizing the importance of using 2 identifiers even when the patient has a bar-coded wristband.

Dr. E., medical director of information technology at the institution, stated:

The existing policy addresses this [2 patient identifiers requirement] in that the 2 forms of identification [required] before the original wristbands are placed is the critical step here and does need to be reiterated to the people at the frontlines who are placing the
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wristbands when patients are actually next to each other. So this is the critical first step and the downstream issues all relate to educational reminders and training for the staff, as opposed to any changes to the bar codes themselves or in identifiers that are available on the wristband.

Support for the bar-coding system remains strong: Ms. F., the clinical nurse manager, commented:

In general, the system is really a good thing. I think it has dramatically decreased medication errors and it has dramatically decreased patients missing medication doses. [Although] it’s not easy to learn and there are a lot of twists in the system that make it difficult for staff nurses... and it definitely increases their workload and takes more time away from direct patient care, it’s a cost worth paying because of the increased safety to the patient... The first thing I recommend is don’t install a faulty system, because what will happen is people will figure out a way to work around it. So if your system doesn’t work right, or if it’s too labor intensive, the staff will find a way to work around.

The physicians also learned a lesson about maintaining an open mind about the possibility of an error involving computerized systems. Dr. R. stated:

The case reinforced the idea that when labs, or some other objective evidence you get from a computer system doesn’t quite match with what you are faced with clinically, you as a clinician have to step back and find out how you can put information together. Ask yourself, “Are these not true values?”, or is something just not right, and do things need to be rechecked... Even in a system that is supposed to work better than previous systems, there are still loopholes, and still things that need to be double-checked.

Dr. E., the institution’s director of information technology, broadened the point:

When people discover a discrepancy, it seems to be human nature to believe that there is a problem outside, that the person is wrong, if you will, that it can’t possibly be the computer system, but something else. So I think there is, at times, a blind trust that the scanning system must be more accurate than the humans trying to rethink the process. And that’s a very interesting phenomenon.

Apply Technological Solutions with Caution

Hospital managers tend to accept new systems chosen by their corporate leaders, even when they have their doubts. Although the nurse manager did laud the system in general, she was quick to point out its many negative features, including the fact that it “... increases their [nursing’s] staff load and takes more time away from patient care.” Nursing concerns about bar code systems emerged in another otherwise fawning article as well: “[It] was too slow to respond to emergency conditions” (20).

A direct observational study by Patterson and colleagues (6) goes further, suggesting that some of these systems have serious flaws. For example, when difficulty in achieving intravenous access in 1 patient delayed a critical dose of chemotherapy, the bar-code system refused to accept administration of the medication because the dosing deadline had passed by the time the staff finally placed the line. This example shows a general problem of tight computer control over complicated medical processes. The computer rarely knows all of the relevant facts. Furthermore, at least 1 patient in this study was misidentified with the bar-code system, despite the relatively short observation time of 67 hours. Surprisingly, all of the nurses in Patterson and colleagues’ study thought it was faster to type the patient number into the computer than to scan the wristband, even though a major selling point of these systems has been the assumed time savings of scanning. Although meeting specified dosing times has little clinical importance for medications with long half-lives, nurses described dropping important nonmedication-related functions to meet the targets for delivering medication doses at the scheduled times. Scenarios such as these vividly show the potential problems associated with a technological solution that fails to consider all of the realities of clinical care settings.

At least 1 published study shows that bar-code point-of-care systems lower rates of medication errors (21), but the error counts in these studies include minor discrepancies in dispensing times and dosing amounts of limited clinical importance. More important, neither I nor published reviews (22, 23) could find any studies that assessed the nursing time costs, overall cost-effectiveness, patient outcomes, or potential operational side effects, such as a decrease in completion of nonmedicine nursing tasks due to diversion of attention to dispensing medication. Positive identification—dispensing systems, such as bar coding and radio frequency identification chips, have obvious promise, but policymakers need to learn a great deal more before mandating their use—a policy decision recently considered but wisely not taken by JCAHO (24).

Many discussions of technological solutions to the problem of patient identification link bar coding with CPOE, considering them complementary components of a continuum that begins with physician ordering and ends with dispensing the medication. Like bar coding, CPOE has attracted much of the same enthusiasm for mandates (25). Computerizing the prescribing process makes intuitive sense, and the belief that CPOE systems will reduce the high reported numbers of medication errors stokes that enthusiasm. However, it is worth noting that the report of approximately 8000 deaths due to medication errors (26) often cited to justify such mandates actually describes “ac-
CPOE systems, but they should do so at their own pace and volition. The available evidence does not justify crash programs, mandates, or deadlines. Researchers should be studying the strengths and the weaknesses of all these systems to improve them. Furthermore, we should all remember that simple human processes and innovations provide large opportunities for improvement, especially when thoughtfully harmonized with robust technological solutions. Finally, even in a computerized environment, the physician who knows his or her patient well is ultimately the best defense against many kinds of system errors.

Questions and answers from the conference are listed in the Appendix (available at www.annals.org).
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about a given patient from many institutions can be presented as poses (48). The INPC is responsible for standardizing the data for limited clinical care, research, and public health purposes.

Dr. McDonald: The 5 major hospital systems in Indianapolis—a total of 15 separate hospitals—have joined the Indianapolis Network for Patient Care (INPC) to share much of their electronic clinical data (for example, hospital dictation, laboratory, pathology, radiology, and cardiology reports) with each other for limited clinical care, research, and public health purposes (48). The INPC is responsible for standardizing the data from each of the participating institutions so that information about a given patient from many institutions can be presented as a unified whole as though they came from a single institution.

Physicians in Indianapolis emergency departments have been using INPC data to care for emergency patients (450 000 per year) for more than 4 years. When a patient checks into an emergency room (ER), the ER registration system sends a message to INPC, which in response delivers a 1 to 2 page printed précis of the patient’s record to the ER registrar’s printer for placement on the patient’s chart. The INPC also opens access to that patient’s full INPC record to ER physicians caring for the patient in the ER. Those physicians can then review the patient’s full INPC medical record online for 24 hours. The INPC institutions are implementing a similar approach for inpatients as well, and are Working on mechanisms for granting office practitioners access under appropriate circumstances.

Dr. Wachter: One has to assume that at some point you need a system where a patient could go someplace and have their electrocardiogram accessed from across the town or their hospitalization records from across the country. There are privacy tensions there. Do you think there should be a universal record, like the record of your credit card transactions? Or is this something that a patient should carry with them on a card or an implantable chip?

Dr. McDonald: There is no experience in the industry with the sharing of clinical data on a national scale, and the privacy risks associated with such national systems are daunting. Historically such national systems stir political oppositions because they conjure thoughts of Big Brother. Most care is delivered at the community level, and that is where clinical data sharing will have the most advantage. With the development of robust community-based systems, patients might be able to request that their records be forwarded to another community via very safe mechanisms. But the country needs much more experience with community-based systems before moving to this next step.

The idea of a medical record on a patient-carried “smart card” is an old one (49), but it is not a viable stand-alone solution to the problem of medical record data storage, because patients lose their cards, and because many kinds of clinical results—radiology reports, referral notes, laboratory reports—are produced after the patient and the card have left the medical office. Any card-based solution requires some form of centralized and standardized medical data storage from which the patient could download any new results and create new copies of his or her medical record to replace lost or damaged ones. A patient-carried card system could complement a community-based system. The latter would provide the source of clinical data for updating and replacing card content as necessary, and the card would provide a very simple and safe method for providing access to the patient’s medical record when traveling outside his or her home community.